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Abstract 
Pippenger, N., The asymptotic optimality of spider-web networks, Discrete Appiied Mathematics 
37138 (1992) 437-450. 
We determine the limiting behavior of the linking probability for large spider-web networks. The 
result confirms a conjecture made by Ikeno in 1959. We also show that no balanced crossbar net- 
work, in which the same components are interconnected according to a different pattern, can 
have an asymptotically larger linking probability. 
1. Introduction 
We seek to analyze the performance of some switching networks under prob- 
abilistic traffic assumptions. The probabilistic model that we use is that of Lee [lo] 
and Le Gall [11,12]. According to this model, every link (or wire) within the network 
is independently idle with some probability q (called the “vacancy probability”) and 
busy with the complementary probability p = 1 - q (called the “occupancy probabili- 
ty”). For the networks that we study, it is natural to assume that these probabilities 
are the same for all links. We then ask for the probability Q (called the “linking 
probability”) that there is an idle path (that is, a path containing only idle links) 
from a given idle nput to a given idle output, or equivalently for the complementary 
probability P that there is a busy cut (that is, a cut containing only busy links) 
between that input and that output. For the networks that we consider, these 
probabilities turn out to be independent of the particular input and output con- 
sidered. 
The model of Lee and Le Gall is open to the objection that the conditions of the 
links in a network are not precisely independent, since in practice the set of busy 
links must form a set of disjoint paths connecting inputs to outputs. Pippenger [i 51 
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and Koverninski; [9] have formulated nearly equivalent models that overcome this 
objection, but these models are much more difficult to deal with analytically. We 
shall return to this matter in Section 11 5 but until then we shall confine our attention 
to the model of Lee and Le Gall. 
In 1959, Ikeno [S] used this probabilistic model to analyze a family of networks 
known as “series-parallel networks”. For a sequence of such networks that is op- 
timal (in the sense that the ratio of the number of switches to the amount of traffic 
carried is minimized), he proved that the linking probability tends to a. limit ar?d 
determined the value of that limit. 
Ikeno also analyzed a family of networks with a randomized interconnection 
pattern, and showed that for an analogous sequence the linking probability tends 
to a larger limit A randomized interconnection pattern has many disadvantages 
which prevent its practical application. so he sought an explicit interconnection 
pattern that would also achieve this larger limit. He defined a family of net- 
works known as “spider-web networks” and conjectured that it had linking prob- 
ability tending to the same Iimit as the randomized networks, but was unable to 
prove this. 
in 1968, Takagi 1161 showed that in a certain clasp nf 3 “I interconnection patterns 
(which includes series-parallel and spider-web patterns, but not randomized ones), 
the spider-web pattern is optimal; in the sense that it yields as large a linking prob- 
ability as any other in the class. (A special case of this result had already been proved 
by Le Gal! [ 11 I.) If an analogous result could be proved for a broader class of net- 
works, one that included randomized as well as spider-web interconnection patterns, 
Ikeno’s conjecture would follow. This hope was dashed in 1980, however, when 
Chung and Hwang [3] gave an example showing that the spider-web pattern is not 
optimal among all i,lterconnection patterns. 
In this paper we prove Ikeno’s conjecture. Indeed, we show that spider-web net- 
works are asymptotically optimal: other networks may have larger linking probabili- 
tl, but the margin of superiority tends to zero as the size of the networks increases. 
TO do this we first obtain an upper bound to the linking probability that applies to 
all interconnection patterns. The main ingredients of this proof are II) an analysis 
of the survival probability for a certain branching process, and (2) some correlation 
inequalities of the “FKG” type. We then obtain an asymptotically matching lower 
bound to the linking probability for spider-web networks. The ingredients of this 
proof are (1) a “large deviations” estimate for the lower tail of the branching pro- 
cess memioned above, and (2) a “second moment” or “Chebyshev” type of 
argument. 
A ftv words are in order about the term “spider-web”. Neither Ikeno nor Takagi 
gave a name to the connection pattern we call “spider-web”, though Le Gall used 
the term “enchev&e”. The term “spider-web” first appears in Feiner and Kappel 
[4], though without a precise definition. Pippenger 1151 used it in the sense defined 
here, but Chung and Hwang [2] have used it in the broader sense of “nonseries- 
parallel”. 
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2. Networks 
We consider switching networks that are constructed by the interconnection of 
crossbars. A d-crossbar is a componeut comprising d terminals called inlets, d other 
terminals called outlets, and d2 switches, one for establishing a path between each 
of the inlets and each of the outlets. We assume that all crossbars in a network are 
d-crossbars for a common value of d called the base of the network. Typical values 
of d range from 2 through 16; the value 5 has a certain optimality property described 
by Ikeno [8]. 
We consider networks that provide paths between  terminals called inputs and 
n other terminals called outputs. We assume for simplicity that n =dk for some 
natural number k~ 1 called the scale of’ the network. We regard k as tending to oo 
while d remains fixed. 
We consider networks in which the crossbars are arranged in I classes called 
stage.s, each containing d” - I crossbars, where I is a natural number in the range 
k I /S 2k called the depth of the network. The essence of our results appears in the 
case in which k and I tend to 00 in such a way that their ratio tends to a limit, though 
we do not need to make so specific an assumption 
We consider networks in which the inputs are connected in a one-to-one fashion 
with the inlets of the crossbars in the 1st stage by means of wires (also called, by 
abuse of language, inputs), the outlets of the crossbars in the /th stage are connected 
in a one-to-one fashion with the outputs by means of wires (also called outputs) and, 
for each j in the range 15 jr I- 1, the outlets of the crossbars in the j th stage are 
connected in a one-to-one fashion with the inlets of the crossbars in the (j + l)-st 
stage by means of dk wires called links. Inputs, outputs and links are collectively 
called vertices, and the vertices are partitioned into I+ 1 classes called ranks. The 
inputs form the 0th rank, the outputs form the /th rank, and the links connecting 
the jth stage to the (j+ l)-st stage form the jth rank. 
Each switch in a crossbar provides a path from a vertex in the jth rank, for some 
j in the range Osjll-1, to some vertex in the (j+l)-st rank, and thus may be 
regarded as an edge directed from the former to the latter. In this way a network 
may be regarded as an acyclic directed graph possessing the following properties. 
(2.1) Every vertex that is not an input has indegree d. 
(2.2) Every vertex that is not an output has outdegree d. 
(2.3) The existence of edges (v, w), (v’, w) and (v, w’) implies the existence of the 
edge (v’, IV’). 
(2.4) Every path from an input to an output has length I (that is, contains 1 edges). 
Conversely, every acyclic directed graph with these four properties may be regarded 
as a network of the type considered here, with wires corresponding to vertices and 
switches corresponding to edges. 
In a network with an input v and an output w, the channel graph from 0 to w 
is the acyclic dir,-cted graph comprising those vertices and edges lying on paths from 
0 to W. A network is balanced if any two channel graphs are isomorphic. 113 a
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balanced network, any two channel graphs contain the same number of paths be- 
tween the input and the output; this number is called the diversity of the network. 
Since there are d” +’ paths from inputs to outputs, and there are d*” channel 
graphs, it follows that the diversity is dlmk. 
All of the networks we shall consider in this paper will be balanced. We shall often 
frame definitions and arguments in terms of an input u and an output w, without 
saying explicitly that the result does not depend on the choice of o or w. 
3. Probabilities 
A state of an acyclic directed graph is an assignment of one of two conditions, 
idle or busy, to each of its vertices. 
We consider a balanced network G with base d, scale k and depth 1. We consider 
a random state of G in which the input o and the output w are idle, and every other 
vertex is illdependently idle with a common Frobability q (called the vacancy prob- 
ability; the complementary probability p = 1 - q is called the occupancy probability). 
Typtca! values of q are about l/2; the solution in the interval (0,l) of the equation 
! -q=qtn(dq) (which is 0.514... for d= 5) has a certain optimality property 
described by Ikeno [8]. 
In a random state of G, a path is I‘d!e if every vertex on it is idle; otherwise it is 
busy. The input u and output w are linked if ihere is a free path from o to w; other- 
wise they a: c blocked. 
The probability Q of the event “u and w are linked” is called the finking 
probability; the compiementary probability P= 1 - Q is called the blbcking prob- 
ability. 
Following Lotzt [13], we define the transparency J to be the expected number of 
idle paths from u to tv. There are d’-” paths from v to w, and each of them con- 
tains I- 1 links, each of which is independently idle with probability q. Thus 
J&-k&‘. 
By Markov’s inequality, the probability that there is an idle path from v to w is 
at most the expected number of such paths: 
Thus when J-, 0, so does Q --* 0. Our goal in this paper is to obtain bounds for Q 
when J-00. We shall see that Q is asymptotically at most (1 -c)* in this case, 
where < is a number (the solution in the interval (0,l) of the equation (p + qod = c) 
that depends only on d and q, and not on k or I, or on the interconnection pattern 
used between stages. We shall also see that there is a particular interconnection pat- 
tern, the “spider-web” pattern, for which Q is indeed asymptotic to (I- 0’. This 
will establish the “asymptotic optimality” of the spider-web pattern. 
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4. Infinite trees 
An infinite d-tree is an infinite acyclic directed graph, with a distinguished vertex 
called the root, possessing the following properties: 
(4.1) Every vertex has outdegree d. 
(4.2) For every vertex x, there is a unique path from the root to x. 
The length of the path from the root to x is called the level of x. 
We consider an infinite d-tree G. We consider a random state of G in which the 
root is idle and every other vertex is independently idle with probability 4. We say 
that a vertex x is live if the path from the root to x is idle; otherwise we say it is 
dead. We say that G survives if there are infinitely many live vertices (and thus an 
infinite path of live vertices from the r.oot); otherwise we say G is extinct. 
If 2, denotes the number of live vertices on level r, then the sequence ZO= 1, 
ZI 9 l *-9 z r, . . . forms a branching process (see Harris [7] or Athreya and Ney [I]) for 
which the generating function for the offspring distribution is 
f(x) = (P + q&9 
the generating function for the number of successes among d trials, each of which 
independently succeeds with probability q. (If 2 is a random variable assuming 
natural numbers as values, the generating function of Z is the function of x given 
by the power series in which the coefficient of xz is the probability that Z= z.) If 
J-, 00 with d and q fixed, then we must have dq> 1, since (dq)‘-kzd’-kq’-’ = 9. 
Thus we assume that f ‘( 1) = dq> 1. 
The generating function for Z, is the rth iterate f(‘)(x) of f(x), defined by 
f(‘)(x) =x and f @+‘)(x) =f (f (“(x)). The probability that Z, = 0 is the constant erm 
f (“(0) in this generating function. The event of extinction is the union as r--, 00 of 
the nondecreasing sequence of events “Zr =O”. Thus probability of extinction is 
the limit as r + 00 of the nondecreasing sequence of probabilities f”)(O). It is well 
known that this limit is the unique solution < in the interval (0,l) of the equation 
f (<) = <. Indzdd, this follows as a corollary of the following more precise result (see 
[l, Chapter I, Section 11, Corollary 11) 
Eemma4.1. Ifdq>l, then thereisaunique&l such thatf(<)=<,andf’(t)<l. 
Furthermore, for any fixed c in the range 0 5 [< 1 we have 
as r-+ 00, where c=f’(r). 
Corollary 4.2. We have 
f “‘(0) = { + Q($) 
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4. Jumbles 
A d-jumble of depth r is an szyclic directed graph with a distinguished vertex 
called the source, a set of other distinguished vertices called targets, possessing the 
following properties: 
(5.1) Every vertex that is not a target has outdegree at least 1 and at most d. 
(5.2) Every path from the source to a target has length r. 
We consider a d-jumble G of depth r. We consider a random state of G in which 
the source is idle and every other vertex is independently idle with probability q. We 
say that G flourishes if there is an idle path from the source to a target; otherwise 
we say that G withers. 
Lemma 5.1. The probability W that G withers satisfies 
Wrf “‘(0). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. If r= 1, there are at most d targets, each of 
which is independently busy with probability p = l-q. If they are all busy, G 
withers, so Wrp’ = f (0) = f (l)(O). 
Suppose then that r> 2. Let the edges directed out of the root be directed into the 
vertices ul, . . . , t,id (not necessarily all distinct). For 1 I CI d let G, be the subgraph 
of G induced by the vertices on paths from u, to a target. Clearly G, is a d-jumble 
of depth r - 1, with u,. as root. Thus, if u, is idle, then G, withers with probability 
at least f@-‘)(O). Let EC denote the event 
wit hers”. Then 
“either u, is busy, or u, is idle and G, 
Pr(E,) >p + qf “-“(O). 
Pr(E,, . . . , Ed) L Pr(E,) l ** Pr(E,) 
by Harris’s inequality [6, Appendix 11. If El, . . . , Ed all occur, then G withers, so we’ 
have 
Wr Pr(E,, . . . ,Ed) 
2 Pr(E,) .*. Pr(Ed) 
~(p+qf”‘-l’(0))d=f(f”-“(O))=f”‘(O). 0 
6. The upper bound 
‘PNe consider a balanced network G with base d, scale k and depth 1. For simplicity 
we shall assume that I is even and set I= 2r. Let G(o, w) be the channel graph from 
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the input v to the output w. Let Gr and G2 denote the subgraphs of G(v, w) induced 
by the union of ranks 0 through r - 1 and the union of ranks r + 1 through I, respec- 
tively. The following properties are immediate consequences of the definitions. 
(6.1) Gr is a d-jumble of depth r - 1. 
(6.2) Gz is a d-jumble of depth r- 1 with the directions of its edges reversed. 
We consider a random state of G(v, w) in which v and w are idle and each link 
is independently idle with probability 4. This gives rise to random states of the 
jumbles Gi and G2 in which the sources are idle and each other vertex is in- 
dependently idle with probability q. If v and w are linked, then Gi and G2 flourish. 
Since G, and Gz are disjoint, the events “G, flourishes” and “G2 flourishes” are 
independent. Thus, using Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 5.1, we have 
QsPr(G, and G2 flourish) 
= Pr(G, flourishes) Pr(G2 flourishes) 
< ( 1 -f” - “(0))’ - 
=(l -#+O(#-1). 
Since J= d’-kq’-’ I (dq)‘, we have O($-‘) = O(Jma), where cx = -log q/log(dq) >O. 
Thus we have proved the following. 
Theorem 6.1. Let d and q be fixed. For any sequence of balanced crossbar net works 
for which J-, 00, we have 
Qr(l-{)2+O(J-IX:). 
7. Spider-web networks 
A network of base d, sAe k and depth I has I+ 1 ranks of vertices, each contain- 
ing d” vertices. Let us agree to label the vertices in each rank with the strings of 
length k eve; :he alphabet (0, . . . , d - 1). The positions in each string will be referred 
to as the 1st (leftmost) through the kth (rightmost). 
Thejth stage in such a network, for 1 rjsl, contains dk+’ edges directed out of 
the vertices in the (j- l)-st rank and directed into the vertices in the jth rank. We 
shall say that the jth stage is of type i, for I 5 is k, if there is an edge between vertex 
x in rank j- 1 and vertex y in rank j if and only if the labels of thlese vertices differ 
at most in the ith position. It is clear that the edges in such a stage form dk-’ dis- 
joint crossbars. A network in which each stage is of type i for some 15 irk is called 
a rhyming network. 
A rhyme scheme is a string of length I over the alphabet { 1, . . . , k} . The positions 
in a rhyme scheme will be referred to as the 1st (leftmost) through the Ith 
(rightmost). For each rhyme scheme, we may construct a rhyming network in which, 
for each 15 js I, the type of the jth stage is as specified by the jth position of the 
rhyme scheme. 
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The spider-web network with base d, scale k and depth I is the network 
constructed according to the rhyme scheme 12 l =- kl2=** (l-k). The essential 
feature of this rhyme scheme is that the symbols in any k consecutive positions are 
distinct. TWO alternative characterizations of spider-web networks are given in the 
Appendix. 
Spider-web networks were introduced by Ikeno [8] in 1959. Takagi [ 161 proved 
in 1968 that, for any occupancy probability, spider-web networks have the 
smallest blocking probability among rhyming networks with the same base, 
scale and depth. (The special case of k = 2 and I=4, where the spider-web 
scheme 1212 has smaller blocking probability than the “series-parallel” scheme 
1221, was given by Le Gall [l 11.) Chung and Hwang [3] gave in 1980 an example 
of an interconnection pattern for a crossbar network with base 2, scale 5 and 
depth 8 that has lower blocking probability (for any occupancy probability) than the 
spider-web network with the same parameters (it is not, of course, a rhyming 
network). 
Consider a spider-web network G with base d, scale k and depth I, an input v and 
an output w in G, and two distinct paths 71 and Z’ from v to w in G. Let Q denote 
the longest common initial segment of x and z’. Since II and 71’ both originate at 
v, Q contains at least v. Since 71 and II’ are distinct, Q does not continue as far as 
w. Suppose the last vertex of Q is in the (a- l)-st rank. Then 71 and 71’ must differ 
in the ath rank, and the labels of their [ertices in the ath rank must differ in the 
ath position (if 1 sack) or in the (a- k)-th position (if k + 1 sad). The labels of 
the vertices of R and it’ in a given rank cannot again coincide until a appears again 
in the rhyme scheme. Since x and &eventually coincide at w, it follows that 1 sack 
(so that a does appear again in the rhyme scheme) and that II and 31’ differ at all 
ranks from the ath through the (a+ k- l)-st (the rank preceding the second stage 
of type a). 
A similar argument working backward from the common output w leads to the 
following conclusion: if the first vertex in the longest common final segment of zt 
and ;zt’ is in the bth rank, then I-k+ 1 I br I, and II and 71’ differ at all ranks from 
the [!J - k)-t h through the (b - l)-st . Thus we conclude that a spider-web network 
kith scale k possesses the following property. 
(7. I) Any two paths from a common input to a common output consist of a com- 
mon initial segment, followed by disjoint intermediate segments extending over at 
least k ranks, followed by a common final segment. 
Let G(v, w) denote the channel graph between input v and output w in the spider- 
web network G. The channel graph G(v’, w’) between any other input v’ and any 
other output w’ is isomorphic to G(v, w): the map that changes the last k-j posi- 
tions in the label of each vertex in rank j (for 0 5 jl k - 1) from the last k -j posi- 
tions of v to the last k-j positions of v’, and changes the first j+ k - I positions in 
the label of each vertex in rank j (for I- k + 1 s j% I) from the first j + k - I positions 
of w to the first j + k - I positions of w’, is an isomorphism. Thus a spider-web net- 
work is balanced. 
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8. Finite trees 
A finite d-tree of depth Y is the subgraph of an infinite d-tree induced by the ver- 
tices with level at most r. The vertices with level exactly r are called leaves. 
We consider a finite d-tree G with depth r. We consider a random state of G in 
which the root is idle and every other vertex is independently idle with probability 
q. We shall be concerned with the distribution of the number of live leaves. This 
number is the random variable 2, in the branching process Z0 = 1, Z,, . . . , Z,, . . . 
defined in Section 4. By the chain rule, we have Ex(Z,) =f (“)‘( 1) = (dq)‘. We see 
from Corollary 4.2 that 
Our goal in this section is to show that the probability that Z, is much smaller than 
its expected value is not much larger than the probability that it is zero. 
Let u be an integer in the range 1 I u I r. Let U = (dq)” and suppose that UI 2. 
We have 
Pr(Z,rU)=Pr(Z,=O)+ C Pr(Zr=z). 
1szzsu 
The first term is f (“(0). If XI 1 we have 
C Pr(Zr=z)lx-” C Pr(Z,=z)xZ 
lr.zsU IlZlU 
Ix-“( f “J(X) -f “‘(0)). 
Since U12 implies (1- l/U)-‘14, taking x= 1- l/U yields 
Pr(Z,< U)If(‘)(O)+4(f”‘(l- l/U)-f”‘(O)). 
By Equation (7) of [8], we have 
f’“‘(l-1/U)=f’U’(1-(dq)-“)zs(l+dq)/2dq. 
Since f (‘j(x) = f (‘-‘)( f (“l(x)) and f (r-“) is a nondecreasing function, this yields 
Pr(Z+ U)1f(‘)(O)+4(f(‘-~)((l +dq)/2dq)-f(‘)(O)). 
By Lemma 4.1 with [= (1 +dq)/2dq we have 
f”-U’((1+dq)/2dq)=<+O(tjr-“) 9 
for r - u + 00 with d and q fixed. Using this with Corollary 4.2 yields 
Pr(Zr5 U) 5 < + O($-“). 
Taking u = [log H/log(dq)l, we have proved the following. 
Lemma 8.1. Suppose H + 00 and R/H + 00, where R = (dq)‘. Then we have 
Pr(Z+H)s<+O((H/R)a), 
where c1’= -log q/log(dq) > 0. 
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9. Tangles 
An acyclic directed graph is an 
possesses the following properties. 
m-tangle with depth k and intersection r if it 
(9.1) There are m distinguished vertices called sources and m distinguished ver- 
tices called targets. 
(9.2) From each source to each target, there is a unique path of length k. 
(9.3) Any two paths from a common source to distinct targets, or from distinct 
sources to a common target, have in common a segment of length at most r. 
(9.4) Any two paths from distinct sources to distinct targets are disjoint. 
We consider a tangle in a random state for which every source and target is idle 
and every other vertex is independently idle with probability q. We say that the 
tangle is traversable if there is a path from a source to a target in which every vertex 
is idle. 
ienma 9.1. The probability that a tangle is not traversable is at most 1 /m2qk- ’ + 
2/n@- I. 
Proof. Let Tdenote the number of paths from a source to a target for which every 
vertex is idle. Clearly (9.1) and (9.2) imply that 
Ex(T)=m2qk-I. 
We shall show that 
(9.5) Var(T)rnz2qk-’ +2tn3qZk+-I. 
The lemma will then follow from Chebyshev’s inequality: Pr(T=O)s Var(T)/ 
Ex( T)‘. 
To prove (9.5), we observe that 
Var( T) = c (Pr(A,,A,r) - Pr(A,) Pr(&)), 
n,n’ 
where 71 and rr’ each run over the set of paths from a source to a target, and A, 
denotes the event “all vertices on II are idle”. We classify the terms in the sum 
according to whether n and 11’ have a common source, and according to whether 
they have a common target. 
If 71 and rr’ have both a common source and a common target, then by (9.2) they 
are equal, and their contribution to the sum is Pr&) - Pr(A,)2s Pr(A,) = qk-‘. 
There are m2 such pairs, so their total contribution to the sum is at most m2qk-‘. 
If 7f and d have a common source but distinct targets, then by (9.3) they have 
in common a segment of length at most r, and their contribution to the sum is 
Pr(A,,A,~)-Pr(A,)Pr(A,~)IPr(A,,A,~)cq2k-r-1. There are m2(m- l&m3 such 
pairs, SO their total contribution to the sum is at most m3q2k-r-1. The m2(m- 1) 
pairs with distinct sources but a common target similarly contribute at most 
m3q2k-r-r to the sum. 
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Finally, if 15 and II’ have both distinct sources and distinct targets, then by (9.4) 
they are disjoint, so A, and A,# are independent. Thus these m2(m - 1)2 pairs make 
no contribution to the sum. Combining these estimates yields (9.5) and completes 
the proof of the lemma. Cl 
10 The lower bound 
We consider a spider-web network G with base d, scale k and depth 1. We consider 
a random state of G in which the input v and the output _w are idle, and all other 
vertices are independently idle with probability q. We seek a lower bound to the 
probability Q that v and w are linked. For simplicity we shall assume henceforth 
that I - k is even and set I - k = 2r. 
Let G1, G2 and G3 denote the subgraphs of G(v, w) induced by the union of 
ranks 0 through r, the union of ranks I-r through I, and the union of ranks r 
through I- r, respectively. The following properties of these subgraphs are im- 
mediate consequences of property (7.1). 
(10.1) Gt is a complete d-ary tree of depth r, with v as root and dr links in rank 
r a3 leaves. 
(10.2) G2 is a complete d-ary tree of depth r, with w as root and d’ links in rank 
I -r as leaves, with the directions of its edges reversed. 
(10.3) G3 is a #-tangle of depth k and intersection r, with the leaves of G1 as 
sources and the leaves of G2 as targets. 
Let X denote the set of links x in rank r for which all vertices of the path from 
v to x are idle. Let H be a parameter to be chosen later, and let A denote the event 
“X contains at least H links”. By Lemma 8.1, we have 
Pr(A)r 1 -<+O((H/R)“), 
where R = (c/q)’ and a! = -logf’(<)/log(dq) > 0. 
Let Y denote the set of links y in rank I-r for which all vertices of the path from 
y to w are idle. Let B denote the event “Y contains at least H links”. By Lemma 
8.1, we have 
Pr(B) 1 1 - < + O((H/R)“). 
Furthermore, A and B are independent, since they are determined by the conditions 
of disjoint sets of links, so 
(10.4) Pr(A,B)z(l-<)2+O((H/R)U). 
Let C denote the event “there is a path from a link in X to a link in Y for which 
all links are idle”. If C occurs, then v and w are linked, so we have 
(10.5) QrPr(C)r Pr(C 1 A, B) Pr(A, B). 
Thus we seek a lower bound for Pr(C 1 A, B). 
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Since G3 is disjoint from Gr and G2 except for links in ranks r and I-r, C 
depends on A and B only through X and Y. Thus we have 
Pr(CIA,B)zn$~,Pr(CIX=X’, Y= Y’), 
, 
where X’and Y’ range over all sets of links in ranks r and I- r, respectively, contain- 
ing at least H links. It will suffice, therefore, to obtain a lower bound for 
Pr(C 1 X=X’, Y = Y’) that holds when X’ and Y’ each contain at least Hlinks. Since 
the event C is a nondecreasing Boolean function of the vacancies (that is, the condi- 
tions of being idle) of the vertices, it will suffice to obtain a lower bound for 
Pr(C 1 X=X’, Y = Y’) that holds when X’ and Y’ each contain exactly h = LHJ links. 
Let G; be the subgraph of G3 induced by the set of links lying on paths from 
sources in X’ to targets in Y’. It follows from property (10.3) that G; is an h-tangle 
of depth k and intersection r. If this tangle is traversible, then C occurs. Thus, by 
Lemma 9.1, 
Combining this inequality with (10.4) and (10.5) yields 
Qr(l-~)2+O((H/R)“)+O(l/H2qk)+O(l/Hqr). 
It remains to choose a suitable value for I-I. 
We first observe that Hq’=(H2q’-k)1’2z(H2qk)1’2, so the last term O(l/Hq’) 
may be replaced by 0(l/(H2ak)“2). Of course, the term 0(1/-Y2~k) can also be 
replaced by 0(l/(H2qk)*‘2), whenever they tend to 0. Thus we have 
Qr(1 -r)2+O((H/R)a)+O(l/(H2qk)1’2). 
We next observe that qk = qJ/R2. Thus we have 
Qz(l-~)2+O((H/R)a)+O(R/HJ’“). 
Taking H = R/J*‘2(a+ *I, we have proved the following. 
Theorem 10.1. Let d and q be fixed. For any sequence of spider- web networks for 
which J --) 00, we have 
Qr(l -c)2+O(J-p), 
where /? = (w/~(cY + 1) > 0. 
11. Conclusion 
We have determined the limiting value of the linking probability for spider-web 
networks when the transparency tends to 0 or 00 with the base and the vacancy prob- 
ability fixed. We have also shown that no other crossbar networks with the same 
scale and depth can have significantly larger linking probability. 
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One limitation of our lower bound is that the depth can be at most twice the scale. 
(For l>2k, we define the spider-web network to be the rhyming network whose 
rhyme scheme is the initial segment of length I of the sequence 12 0.. k12 0.. k =a..) 
While the optimal parameter values described by Ikeno [8] satisfy this constraint, 
the result of Takagi [16] does not require it, and it is natural to conjecture that the 
lower bound of this paper also holds without it. (The upper bound clearly does not 
require it.) It does not appear that this conjecture can be established by arguments 
similar to those used here. 
Another natural direction for extension of our results is to more realistic prob- 
ability measures than that of Lee [lo] and Le Gall [11,12]. For the measure intro- 
duced by Pippenger [15] and Koverninskii [9], this extension is accomplished, by a 
similar but much more elaborate version of the argument used here, in a paper of 
Pippenger [ 141. 
Appendix 
The description of spider-web networks given in Section 7 is based on the 
representation of Takagi [ 161, which is most convenient for the purposes of this 
paper. In this appendix we shall give two alternate descriptions of spider-web net- 
works, based on the representation used by Ikeno [g]. 
If we let Cri denote a crossbar stage of type j, then the spider-web network may 
be represented as Cri l =a CrkCrl l == CrI_k. 
Let Sh (“shuffle”) denote the permutation of the set { 0, . . . , d- 1 lk of strings of 
length k over the alphabet (9 . . ..d- 1) that takes the string clc2==*ck to the string 
~2 l ckcl (cyclically shifting the string one position to the left). The permutation Sh 
generates a cyclic group of order k. If we let Shj denote the jth power of Sh, then 
we have Cri = Shj- lCrrSh-i~-l). Since Shk = Id (the identity permutation), we have 
Cr1 l Crk = Cri l =* CrkShk = (CrlSh)k. Similarly, Cri l . . Cr,_kSh’-k = (CriSh)? If 
we abbreviate Crr to Cr, we have Crr 0.0 CrkCrl l ** Cr,_kSh’-k = (CrSh)‘; that is, the 
spider-web network is the same, to within a permutation of the outputs, as the 
crossbar network in which each consecutive pair of stages “Cr” is interconnected 
according to the pattern “Sh”. 
Now let Tw (“twiddle”) denote the permutation of the set (0, . . ..d- ilk of 
strings of length k over the alphabet (0, . . . , d- 1) that takes the string clc2 l =* ck to 
the string ck l =* c2cI (reversing the order of the positions). The permutations Sh and 
Tw generate a dihedral group of order 2k. We have Sh Tw = Tw Sh-’ and (since 
this permutation leaves the 1st position of strings unchanged) we have 
Sh Tw Cr = Cr TW Sh-‘. It follows that Tw(Cr Sh) = (Sh-’ Cr)Tw. Thus, if I is even 
and I= 2r, we have Tw(Cr Sh)‘= (She1 Cr)‘Tw(Cr Sh)‘; that is, the spider-web net- 
work is the same, to within permutations of the inputs and outputs, as the network 
obtained by interconnecting the network (Sh-’ Cr)’ with its “mirror image” (Cr SW 
according to the pattern “Tw”. 
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